Hand
Calligraphy

Rejoice
that your
names
are written
in heaven.

in
Copperplate Script:
Addressing
Wedding Envelopes

(Lk 10:20)

Prayerful Creations
95 West Main Street, Suite 5-106
Chester, NJ 07930
www.prayerfulcreations.com

See,
I have inscribed you
on the palms
of My Hands… (Is 49:16)

+


Envelopes (outer and inner) are
calligraphed in black ink or colored
watercolor paint.



To Order:


Please call (732-369-6344).



Kindly prepare a typewritten address list. Please use a large
font (Times 14 is good) and
type your addresses in block
format. Do not use a fancy
script style font.

If your envelopes do not offer some
degree of transparency (I use a
lightbox for proper alignment), there
will be an additional fee of 0.25 per

envelope in addition to the price listed



You may send your list by email
or via Post. Please do not send
list from an Excel spreadsheet.
Block format only.



If an inner envelope is to be
calligraphed, please type the
names(s) under the address.

below.


The basic format used is staggered
(indented). Envelopes must be at least
8” wide.



The envelope surface needs to permit
a gliding of the copperplate nib across
the surface. It is a sharp pointed nib

and will not glide upon highly
textured paper.


Prices per envelope:



- outer envelope using a colored or
metallic watercolor paint $1.75
(an extra $25 added to total price)
- inner envelope using a colored or

between $0.50 to $1.00

For every 100 envelopes to be
calligraphed, please allow approximately one week for the
handwork.



Kindly supply at least 10% extra
envelopes per 100 envelopes to
be calligraphed.



You and your guests shall be
lifted to the Lord throughout the
time of handwork and all the
days to follow!

metallic watercolor paint $ 0.75
- placecard / escort card prices vary,

is a sample
of calligraphy
in my copperplate script.

Example of Block Format:
Mr. and Mrs. John Nobody
115 Meadow Lane
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
Mr. and Mrs. Nobody (Inner Env)

- outer envelope with black ink $1.50
- inner envelope with black ink $0.50

Below

Each envelope is addressed
with loving prayer
in silence and solitude.

